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Phoenix ‘Nix’ Knight thought pulling his club out of the illegal shit his Pops got them into was difficult.

Until he meets Kadence.

Kadence Turner has no business lusting over a student’s father, especially the president of the Knights
Rebels MC. Nix is crass, obnoxious and dangerously sexy and for some reason, Kadence can’t seem to hate
him for it. The bossy biker breaks down her defenses, but unlike the old Kadence, the woman she is today
won’t give in without a fight.

The tension is undeniable, the attraction fierce. A man that wants what he wants and a woman that will fight
him every step of the way.
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From Reader Review Incandescent for online ebook

Lisa says

Read my review at  Sinfully Sexy  and enter the giveaway.

4 "Incandescently Falling In Love" Stars

"You want romance, baby? You want roses and sweet nothings whispered to you as I
worship your body gently?”

"Well, it would be nice."

"Fuck that. I'm hard and fast and I'm anythin’ but fuckin' gentle. Now get on your knees
and point that ass in my face."

Incandescent is book one in River Savage’s Knights Rebels MC series. I love a good biker book and trying
out a new author can often be a hit or miss. I must state that I was pleasantly surprised at how much I
enjoyed this book. River Savage has written a fun and witty book about a bossy and possessive biker and the
smart-mouthed woman who gives him a run for his money. This was a highly entertaining read that I could
not put down.

Thirty-seven year old Phoenix Knight (a.k.a. Nix) is the President of the Knights Rebels MC. Him and his
brothers have fought long and hard to pull their club out of the violent and illegal gutter that they were in
from when his father and his cohorts ran the club. It was a rough and difficult battle but they have come out
on the other end now running a club that keeps its nose clean. Life has been more or less smooth sailing for
Nix. That is, until he meets his young son’s grade school teacher. The sassy spit-fire gives as good as she
gets and Nix can’t seem to get enough, especially seeing that all he can think about is bending her over his
knee and spanking her into submission.

“I should say no, shouldn’t even walk through his door, but my vagina is making all the
decisions.”

Twenty-nine year old Kadence Turner had to fight the battle of her life when her ex-fiancé landed in some
trouble and left her having to face the consequences of his bad decisions all on her own. Kadence is finally
back on track with a job she loves and all the darkness of her past behind her. She is a woman who has
learned from her mistakes determined never to repeat them. The last thing she needs is to get involved with a
man who belongs to a biker club. She has had enough trouble to last a lifetime. When she meets the hot and



sexy biker dad of one of her students, it’s her libido making all the decisions leaving her brain trailing
behind.

Nix is a man who does not take no for an answer so when Kadence stands her ground and fights her
attraction towards him, he goes after what he wants with all the determination of a bull on steroids. The
banter and the back-and-forth bickering between the pair is hilarious. Kadence may play hard to get due to
all the walls she has up to guard her heart; however, Nix is someone who pushes and pushes until he earns
his way in. I loved the fact that this hard-edged biker managed to break through when it came to Kadence.
He truly saw who she was deep down and looked beyond all her insecurities and defenses. He was just the
type of man that Kadence needed. With Kadence’s past all of a sudden resurfacing, an ex-wife who lives in
crazy town and issues with other rival biker gangs, can Nix and Kadence find their way to a happy forever or
will all that they are working towards go up in flames?

All in all, Incandescent is a fantastic start to this promising new series. I love discovering a new biker series
that is not only well written but also a great story. I am now invested in this wonderful biker world that River
Savage has created and I can’t wait for more. Book two will be about Holly (Kadence’s best friend) and Sy
(another Knight Rebels member). I am so excited for more!

“I am happy, and I’ll never stop making sure you’re happy, baby,” he tells me, and I know
he will. He’s Nix Knight; the does what he says he’s going to do.”

****An advance reading copy of Incandescent by River Savage was generously provided to me in exchange
for an honest review.

Jamie says

Well... I'm definitely in the minority here going by most of the reviews.. and this could possibly just be a "
wrong time/ wrong book/ It's just me" kind of thing, but honesty, this book did absolutely nothing for me.
There was nothing wrong with the writing style.... it was just the characters and the story. I was hoping for
something a little more gritty... and although the steamy times were indeed hot, I never looked forward to
them because I just wasn't feeling anything for Nix or Kadence..... Nothing. Zilch. Natta. zero. Nix was just
never quite tuff enough for me and Kadence was just never interesting enough for me... And I was really
looking forward to this one. Unfortunately, I found myself skimming and wishing and just trying to hurry up
and get it over with. I would compare Nix to more of a Kristen Ashley type of character.. and I of course do



LOVE KA and here hot bunch! But when it comes to bikers.. I find myself preferring the jerky asshole types.
Nix was never that type.. he said one shitty thing one time but that was it. He was mostly just possessive and
well.. it didn't work for me here. And Kadence, although she did have a hard moment in her past to
overcome, she just wasn't snarky enough.. sure, she acted like she wasn't going to take crap off Nix and she
did have a few moments where she lashed out.... I still just didn't get on board with her personality. Oh
well...

Elizabeth says

4.5

"This man has proven he will stop at nothing to get what he wants while sheltering me at the same
time."

Incandescent is the first book of the Knights Rebels MC. I thoroughly enjoyed the ride!

Kadence is one tough broad. She is a school teacher. She is trying to rebuild her life after a horrific tragedy.
Kadence has an amazing best friend, loves to read, and is passionate about helping children.

After a fight has broken out in her classroom, she calls a parent teacher conference. Little did she know what
kind of trouble would be entering her life when her student's father storms in.

Nix is the president of the local MC. The attraction between the two is instant. Kadence is no stranger to the
violence an MC can cause. However, the Knights Rebels have made a name for themselves in the town for
doing good and trying to make the town a better place. Despite this knowledge, Kadence tries to stay away.
But he has stirred something deep inside her that has been dormant for some time.

"He smiles. I try to pull my hand back but he tightens, pulling me forward, my free hand going to my
desk as his thumb strokes the inside of my palm. The intimate move is not lost on me. Oh, God, I’m
bipolar, now I want to keep my hand here."

Nix does everything in his power to have Kadence notice him. When she doesn't budge he pushes harder.
One of my favorite moments of the book was when Nix scares off her date. There is something so sexy about
a man that knows what he wants and doesn't stop until he gets it!

After he has scared away her date, Kadence finally promises for one night together.

"He unlocks and opens the door and gestures me to walk through. I should say no, shouldn’t even
walk through his door, but my vagina is making all the decisions."-Kadence

She bares her soul to him and it takes everything she has inside to mask her fears. They connect both
physically and emotionally. It seems they have both found their match.



There is quite a bit of push and pull between the two. Nix's ex wife tries to stir things up. I really admire a
heroine that says what she thinks and means what she says. Kadence is quite a refreshing character because
she has been through so much and yet she hasn't allowed herself to be beat down.

Kadence is stubborn and refuses to allow Nix to push her around. We all know how pushy an MC Hero can
be. I found the dialogue between Nix and Kadence to be a unique twist of sexy banter and sassy spunk!

When someone from Kadence's past comes back into the picture, things really begin to heat up. Nix has
already staked his claim over Kadence. Kadence finally gives herself permission to love again!

"I protect what’s mine."-Nix

Overall, Incandescent was an amazing read! There were so many tender moments between Kadence and Nix.
Kadence allows for healing for Nix and his son. It had just the right amount of action and steam. I will
definitely check out the next book in the series!

Finally thought after this book:

SamJ ★Needs a HEA★ says

[No (hide spoiler)]

River Savage says

 IT'S LIVE

AMAZON

INCANDESCENT (Knights Rebels MC #1) buy links:
Amazon US: http://amzn.to/1oBLBCP
Amazon CA: http://amzn.to/1pvNOEY
Amazon AU: http://bit.ly/1onQPaW
Amazon UK: http://amzn.to/1pg4ik8
B&N: http://bit.ly/1pgkWAx
Kobo: http://bit.ly/1kWA8Tk
iBooks : http://bit.ly/1BcDTJe



SueBee★bring me an alpha!★ says

FREE on Amazon US today (7/1/2015)

Book 1. Their story was complete in book 2.5.

BLURB:
Phoenix ‘Nix’ Knight thought pulling his club out of the illegal shit his Pops got them into was difficult.

Until he meets Kadence.

Kadence Turner has no business lusting over a student’s father, especially the president of the Knights
Rebels MC. Nix is crass, obnoxious and dangerously sexy and for some reason, Kadence can’t seem to hate
him for it. The bossy biker breaks down her defenses, but unlike the old Kadence, the woman she is today
won’t give in without a fight.

The tension is undeniable, the attraction fierce. A man that wants what he wants and a woman that will fight
him every step of the way.

http://www.amazon.com/Incandescent-Kn...

FREEBIES are often good for MORE than one day, I have gathered all my FREEBIES on a special shelf:
Kindle-freebies (currently over 430 books)
https://www.goodreads.com/review/list...

J *deep in the heart of Texas* says

4 Stars!

This was a pretty solid MC read. They can definitely be hit or miss and with a new author, you just honestly



don't know what you're going to get. But I enjoyed this one.

I can't say it was super wowing or anything super original but the story was entertaining, the heroine was
feisty and the hero loved to talk dirty.

 

“Tell me, Kadence, if I stuck my hand down these tight-as-sin jeans,” his finger trails along the
tops of my pants, “and touched your pussy, would you be wet for me?”

Kadence....which can I just say, not a fan of the name, I keep calling her Candice....but whatever. Kadence is
a teacher and she meets Nix when he comes in for a parent/teacher meeting for his son Zayden.

Kadence is not a fan of bikers after her house was set on fire and she was left with burns covering her body.
All a result of her ex boyfriend owing another club money.

Zane...

Turns out Zane wasn't exactly who Kadence thought he was. His involvement with the MC ran pretty deep.

As with most MC reads, you had your typical club and ex drama. Nothing was too OTT.

I liked that the Knights ran a "clean" club. They didn't treat their woman like crap, they weren't in to
anything illegal, but they protected what was theirs at any cost.

Nix...

He was alpha, he was possessive, he was dominant, he was a dirty talker....

 

“Babe, you either come on my mouth, or you come on my cock. Either way you’re comin’,”

....but he had a sweet, caring side which you could really see in his relationship with his son.

Overall, I really enjoyed this one and I would definitely continue on with the series!

Pamela says

This novel didn't work for me. It felt like there was something missing, at the same time filled with a bunch



of nothing. Nothing wrong with erotic sex but this was done to death here. Our hero, Nix would pull his
macho crap, get the heroine, Kadence, into bed, then she'd leave telling herself it was a one-time thing. This
took place constantly to the point of becoming a complete bore; not to mention it filled up a lot of pages.
There were a few mini-dramas but they took a backseat to all the sex. By the way, I wasn't a fan of Kadence.
She just rubbed me the wrong way. Don't shoot me but this erotic MC wasn't any different from the many
MC novels out there.

✦❋Arianna✦❋ says

Incandescent is book one in River Savage’s Knights Rebels MC series.

Since I can't say I’m really a fan of MC books, I didn't expect it to like this one as much as I did. A light MC
book, with lovable characters Incandescent capture my attention from the start and I couldn’t put it down.

A spark ignites with every kiss and every touch, his words fueling the flame further. I can see
myself catching fire, burning incandescently for him.

Everyone in Rushford knows who the Knights Rebels are and everyone knows their president, Phoenix ‘Nix’
Knight. For years The Rebels were feared, known to run on the wrong side of the law, guns, drugs and
women, they went above and beyond the law. Changing The Club to a clean one was difficult, but with hard
work and doing some things that he have to do them, Nix helped by his brothers manage to take the club
back to where it belonged.

As the President of Knight Rebels, Nix had a fair share of women who want him and even fight for him, but
he doesn’t want an easy women. When he meets Kadence, his son’s teacher, a beautiful sassy woman at a
school meeting, he knows a women like her can break a man like him, but she is just too much of a
temptation, one he can’t let go.

There’s this air of innocence about her, but at the same time, I know this woman could
destroy me.

Kadence loves her job as a school teacher. She’s independent, fierce and a real fighter. After what happened
with her ex-fiancé, Kadence realize she must stay away from some people. She knows who Knights Rebels
are, she keeps her distance knowing the association with them is not good and she is dumbstruck when
Phoenix ‘Nix’ Knight, not only a member, but president of The Rebels enters in her office.

No man has ever instilled lust and anger just by looking at me. His presence screams
confidence and testosterone, right down to the way he ran his eyes over me.



From the moment they met there’s an electrifying connection between them. They’re attracted to each other
from the start, they both know there’s something between them, something worth it. Kadence fights her
attraction, determined to stay away from Nix, but Nix is not a man who take no for an answer.

This man has proven he will stop at nothing to get what he wants while sheltering me at the
same time.

***

I want to know everything there is to know about you, Kadence.

Everything is getting complicated when Kadence’s past comes back to life and an ex-wife and a rival MC try
to cause some problems.

I enjoyed everything about this book! I loved the characters, I found the storyline captivating and the writing
was pretty good. The characters development is great! Kadence was a really great heroine. With a smart
mouth, she stand up for herself, she’s a woman who gives just as good as she gets. Nix is pretty perfect – hot,
possessive, a real alpha man who wants to take care of his woman. I loved his dirty mouth! Loved how
caring is with Kadence, how he makes her feel alive and how he makes her feel beautiful despite her scars.

I liked how the story and Kadence and Nix’s relationship progressed, it really kept my attention till the end. I
enjoyed the banter between them, the sexual tension, their interaction and dialogue. Their chemistry is
fantastic, real and palpable from the start. I really felt it! Hot and intense, the sex scenes are fantastic!

Overall, I really, really like this one! Can’t wait for the next book in the series!

I protect what’s mine and no one fucks with what’s mine.

?Flo? the coffee addict says

5 I'm still in shock how good this was STARS



Incandescent was the most surprising biker book I've read so far. I've gone through quite a few in the last
year and to be honest...they all feel the same after a while.
I really can't help but to go in with little to no expectations and when something sticks all of the sudden it is
the best feeling in the world.
I would label this one as a pleasant surprise .

I first read Incandescent back in August, but during my most recent book funk I decided to re-read it and it
was still awesome and it made me want to write a review after all.

The Knights Rebels MC is not like most motorcycle clubs and I was initially a bit put off by their clean and
lawful ways, but in the end I fell in love anyway. You really can't help it and neither could Kadence.

Kadence Turner is a school teacher with a troubled past, a healthy attitude and a heart of gold. We first
meet her when she is forced to invite the parents of two students who got in a fight during her class.

”I’ve know the man for all of five minutes and I can honestly say he infuriates me.
Infuriates me and makes me think of things I shouldn’t be thinking about, especially about a
student’s dad.”

Turns out one of the dads is the sinfully sexy Phoenix ‘Nix’ Knight; divorced dad, hot as hell, badass biker
and president of the Knights Rebels MC.

There is instant 'something' between these two. They both are visually pleasing for one another and their
clashing personalities just put the icing on the cake. Kadence is a little spitfire who doesn't take shit from
anyone and most certainly not from a biker who thinks he owns the town and everything in it. And Nix, well
first and foremost he is just floored by the sexy little teacher with the attitude and the fuck me heels.

”I don’t know what I’m going to do with this women, but whatever it is, I’m sure as hell
going to enjoy finding out.”

But other than that, he is a good man, a wonderful and caring father and he is the definition of alpha-male.
He sees something he wants...he takes it. What's not to like, right?

”Tell me, Kadence, if I stuck my hand down these tight-as-sin jeans,” his finger trails along
the tops of my pants, “and touched your pussy, would you be wet for me?”

What follows is so fun and sweet, I don't want to spoil anything, but they cross paths again and again and
there might be a bit of bullying going on... on Nix's part, but what's a desperate man to do when he wants
into some tight little pants. Kadence really has no chance at all. LOL.



That's not to say that everything is sunshine and daisies. There are outside forces and some ghosts from the
past who stir up some drama and even a good amount of danger, but it is all very well woven together and
plausible.

I really love this book. The writing is good, the pacing is just perfect, the characters are very well rounded
and the chemistry between the two leads is almost palpable.

Incandescent is a book about family, sacrifice and love. If you want to read a sweet, sexy and moving book
about a biker and his family...you should most definitely pick this one up. I guess you could say it's a bit of a
feel good read for me.

”You bossed me into dating you. Fucked me good, and then you wouldn't leave me alone.
Now you're stuck with me.”

Can't wait to see what happens in Sy's book. Is it November yet?

Ingie says

Review written January 22, 2017

3 1/2 Stars - Good enough for a enjoying audiobook listening. I liked both the h and H. All in all a very
sweet and 'light' MC club m/f

Incandescent was a Kindle freebie back in 2015. I later added the WSfV audiobook for just $3. — 8:34 hours
m/f contemporary very well narrated by Joe Arden and Lidia Dornet.

Well worth my $$$ and time...
Good... Not stunning great but in all ways a enjoyable romance story. Maybe I later continue with these
MC's — a sexy club boss Phoenix ‘Nix’ Knight (also a great responsible father to a sweet younger boy
called just 'Z') and a admirable headstrong school teacher Kadence Turner — best friends (I assume it will
be about them) story in the next series book. A bit curious.

**********************************************

I LIKE - when a book heroine is more the strong and admirable kind than yet another whiny beautiful
girl acting as a hero-doormat



Jessica's Totally Over The Top Book Obsession says

I am feeling way to lazy to write a real review. So short and sweet it is! I liked both Nix and Kadence. I
could have used a little more character development, but overall it was a good read. It kinda threw me off
that these bikers are not law breakers. NO Drugs, NO Guns, they all have real jobs and shit. Just bikes and
skanks I guess, so that did take some of the badass bikerness(lol is that a word?) out of the book but again
still a good read.

Vrsha (PeekAtMyBookReview) says

Please note that this is solely my personal opinion, I do not intend to hurt anyone’s feelings and is intended
for 18+ only.

Rating: 3.75 ‘Sweet Incandescent' Stars

My Views : Overall the book was okay…For me it was nice read, not too much Drama. I love the little fights
that Nix and Kadence got into, they humored me and yes the  sex was Hot  …but even though for an Erotica
I felt like there was  too much sex and too little story!!!  I felt like it lacked intensity, long story short this
one was too Sweet for a MC book. I loved the last quarter of the book better as there were more actions but
they were kinda predictable…

Style of writing : Good, I was entertained…

Characters : Nix is the  alpha Badass  who like have control…He has that  dirty mouth which entertained
me and had me ooh-ahh’ing but nothing more. I have had better Bikers …For instance he was totally pussy
whipped since Day 1 and his friends would poke fun at him and being their leader I felt like Nix didn’t hold
much power on them. However he humored me…

 “Kadence, you set me on fire, woman. You walked into my life all attitude and spunk and I thought I had
to have you just once. Then you kneed me in the balls and I fell. I fell hard.”

As for Kadence, she was Z’s teacher (Nix’s son) and her relationship with Nix started as a one night stand
but yes it turned into more. Kadence had quite a mouth and yes would give Nix what for, but she did let
herself be manhandle She would fight really hard but as soon as Nix will smile at her or worse will show her
his c*ck, she’ll melt…she doesn’t give a good fight, she’ll just give in.
Favorite Part : Friendship between Z and Kadence and Holly and Kadence. I love the part between the
Holly and Kadence. This totally earned this book bonus marks :p

 “…You told me, ‘Kadence, everything is going to be okay, just not today.’”

What did not work? Quite some  cliché  in this one…The fact that it all started as a one-night stand and
then both of them felt something that they never felt before…and suddenly wanting more blah blah blah.
Then yes the douchbag of an ex fiancé showing himself to ruin things…All these were  predictable  even.
But this particular line



 “Okay, how about, babe, please let me sink my thick cock into your tight pussy and feel your snug heat
like I haven’t before. I want to feel you tighten around me for the first time with no barrier, Kadence.
Then when I finish, I want to watch my cum spill from your cunt while I eat my lunch.”

 Similar books?  All those mainly about insta-lust which turns into love within few weeks!!!

 Recommended : Yeah, why not it can be read when you have nothing interesting to read and it’s very
HOT…

Liza says

 Received an ARC for an honest review

Nix Knight, also known as alpha god.

Wow. I think this three- letter word sums up the aftermath of reading Incandescent. I can't even believe that
this is River Savage's first book. It felt like she's been doing this for a long time already.

The first chapters of a book will make it or break it. Incandescent made it! It's very rare that I decide that it's
gonna be a 5- star read with just reading the first two chapters. I was even ready to give my body to Nix
Knight.

Amazing story, pure hotness all over. Sex after sex after sex, you can hear no complains from me. River
Savage has perfected her masterpiece who is Nix Knight with the addition of the sassiest female character
ever, Kadence. Truly loved these two as well as the other bikers I couldn't wait to meet!

Michelle says

 ARC provided by author in exchange of honest review

????? 5 "I need for more NIX" Stars ?????

Ardent. Passionate. Fiery. Burning. Fervent. Intense. Spirited. These words simply describe River Savage’s
debut book, Incandescent. To say I love it is an understatement because Ms. Savage has made me an instant
fan. From the first page of the prologue, I was hooked and devoured this book in one sitting and couldn’t get
enough. I wanted more. More Nix and Kadence. More from the Knights Rebels MC. Simply, I wanted more



and did not want to say goodbye to Nix and Kadence. If you are looking for a love story that will consume
you, look no further because Incandescent is one fiery steamy MC romance that will having you begging for
more of Nix Knight’s dirty mouth.

When school teacher, Kadence Turner meets her student’s parent, Phoenix “Nix” Knight, all rational
thoughts went out flying the window when the sexy domineering and hot as hell parent entered her
classroom. From his bossy attitude and alpha male persona, Kadence knew she was doomed the moment he
spoke. His voice. His looks. His dominance. His presence. And his dirty mouth was all Kadence needed to
succumb to her inner lust and desires. For Nix, Kadence Turner consumed him. He wanted her and so he
pursued her well pursued is putting it mildly, he stalked and made sure Kadence was his. One date. One
night of hot sex was all that was needed for this couple to begin one hell of a whirlwind of intense passionate
relationship.

Nix’s dirty filthy mouth and persona was equally matched with Kadence. The raw and bossy nature of Nix is
what drove Kadence mad but equally turned on. The balance of their relationship was both hot and sexy.
Behind Kadence sassy persona, lies a woman dealing with emotional and physical scars. Scars that runs deep
that has affected her bodily image and left her bitter. It takes a real man to see behind the scars lies beauty
and for Nix he saw no imperfection in Kadence. She was his the moment he laid eyes on her. So when
Kadence’s past comes barreling back into her life, Nix makes it known that KADENCE TURNER belongs to
him and he will hurt anyone who endangers the people he loves. So when a rival MC and an revengeful ex
comes knocking on the doors of the Knight Rebels MC territory, how far is Nix and his men willing to go to
stake what is rightfully his?

So if you are looking for a book that has sexiness, banter, dirty talking, HOT MC bikers, and a blazing
inferno of love then I highly recommend you to read Incandescent. This book was simply captivating and I
can’t get enough of the Knight Rebels MC. You do not want to miss out knowing who Nix Knight and the
men of the Knight Rebels MC.

River Savage


